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St.Thomas’ Church Lymington
History

L

ymington began as a Saxon Village in
the 6th Century. At the time of the
Doomsday Book in 1086 the settlement
was called Lentune. The Church is situated
at the top of the High Street. The most
ancient part of the Church is between the
nave and the chancel dating from around
1250.
The Tower
In 1670 the South Transept was pulled
down and the present tower was erected at
a cost of £413. 19s. 4d. A clock was added
to the tower with three faces in 1674. The
Georgian cupola surmounts the square
Gothic style tower.
The Bells
The records show that the peal of bells
began in the year 1671 when £26.12s. was
paid to the bell founders at Romsey for
casting the bells and brass. The first ring
of six bells was installed in 1684. These
bells were replaced in 1786. The bells were
much in use for all public occasions, but
on several occasions they seem to have
been rung without proper authority, and
rules were drawn up by the Vestry to regulate their use.
Years later after an inspection the tower was found to be in a
very dangerous condition. The beam was rotten and nearly
eaten through, and it was a mercy that there had not been a
serious accident. However the oldest existing bell is in the cu-

The bells in the Station Yard 1901

pola inscribed SK 1688. It strikes the hours and half hours.
In 1717 it was recorded, that for ringing the recent victory
in Scotland 11/- worth of beer was given to the bell ringers.
Another ancient tradition that sadly no longer exists.
In 1901 five of the bells were sent to be re-tuned, the remaining ‘old fourth’ was recast half a tone lower to
fit the arrangements, and a new treble and tenor
augmented a full octave. The whole ring was
hung in a new steel ‘H’ frame on plain bearings
by Messrs John Taylor & Co, Loughborough.
Hundreds of townsfolk turned out into the High
Street to welcome the bells. They were delivered to
Lymington by train and then hauled on carts up to
the Church. In the photograph taken at the time
there was a pub called The Six Bells which was the
headquarters of the Church Bell Ringers.
Philip Hyde and Andy Dibb our steeplekeepers
since 1995, regularly maintain the bells and frame,
and reported that since 1901 when the bells were

installed no major work has been needed. They are still on
the original plain bearings, the frame has been painted and
two new clappers replaced on the tenor and six bell. A Cummings computer ringing simulator has been fitted allowing
silent ringing of all eight bells.
The Vicar of Lymington and Rural Dean of
Lyndhurst the Reverend B. Maturin preached in
the Church on Thursday 7th November 1901 on
the occasion of the dedication of the eight bells
in the Church Tower. The sermon was published
in a booklet entitled, ‘The History and Uses of
Bells.’ He also stated that there was an outstanding amount of £100 to be met, but that all would
agree with him that the Parishioners are in honour
bound to clear off the account. He also trusted
that the collection that day would be a liberal one.
He ended that the bells ministered to us from the
cradle to the grave, in sorrow and in joy, in life
and in death, and so it goes on over the generations.
Henry Francis Lyte 1793 – 1847 the author of
the hymn ‘Abide with Me’ once held the curacy at
Lymington.

July 1991 a peal of Grandsire Triples Bruerton’s 12 part was
rung in 3hours 1min. to celebrate the Patronal Festival.
On the evening of Wednesday 7th November, 2001 The Bell
Ringers of St.Thomas’ celebrated the Centenary by ringing a

The Mayor visits the belfry

Ringing

Mr. George Preston came from Christchurch to train the
ringers and the bell ringers recorded the achievement of the
first quarter peal on October 8th 1905.This was followed by
Holt’s 10 part peal Grandsire Triples on Wednesday June 6th
1906 in 3hours 2min, and a further peal of Grandsire Triples
on November 14th 1906 in 3 hours. These are recorded on
tablets of stone in the Tower.
The Bells
Bell

Inscription

Weight

Note

1

To the Glory of God
Presented by Fanny Haldane as a thankoffering for
a long life of many blessings 1901

4-3-21

E

2

Robert Wells, Albourn, Wilts fecit 1786

4-3-0

D#

3

Robert Wells, Albourn, Wilts fecit 1786

5-1-4

C#

4

Robert Wells, Albourn, Wilts fecit 1786

5-3-8

B

5

Robert Wells, Albourn, Wilts fecit A# 1786;
John Taylor, Loughborough, recaste A 1901

9-0-22

A

6

Robert Wells, Albourn, Wilts fecit 1786

9-0-0

G#

7

Robert Wells, Alboum, Wilts fecit 1786; John
Edwards and John Newell, Churchwardens

11-321

F#

Tenor

Gloria in Excelsis Deo
This Tenor and Octave added 1901
Dedicated to the memory of her late Good
and Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria.
Benjn. Maturin,Vicar and Rural Dean.
Wm. Robinson Hill M.D. and George Elliott
Churchwardens
(John Taylor & Co. stamp)

20-1-3

E

On Wednesday 2nd July, 1980 a peal of Grandsire Triples
was rung in 3hours 11 mins., and on November 24th 1990
Plain Bob Major was rung in 3hours 5min. On Sunday 7th
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half peal of Grandsire Triples in 1hr.35m. with 2520 changes.
Our illustrious editor David Forder conducted this peal.
On the 100th anniversary of a peal of 5040 Grandsire Triples
rung on Friday December 27th, 1901 in 3 hours 17 mins.
J. Holt’s 10 part, the St. Thomas’ Bell Ringers rang a Peal of
5040 Grandsire Triples on Thursday December 27th, 2001,
in 2 hours 58 mins. E. Taylor’s 6 part.
There is a board in the Tower dated 19th August 1865
which states the Rules. Every ringer, to attend three times on
Sundays. No ringer to talk, or give orders, during the time
of Ringing or Chiming, Except the Leader. Churchwardens
W.L. Castle and L. Lewis. Nothing much has changed.

Present Day

Rex Corke is our Tower Captain and Larry Stace our Vice
Captain. Rex has been ringing for over sixty years and in the
Tower since 1977. He has taught many ringers with dedication and endless patience. The St. Thomas Lymington Society
of Church Bell Ringers has 15 Members and 25 Associate
members. Our Chairman is the Reverend Peter Salisbury.
We have an excellent relationship and full support from the
Reverend Peter, his wife Sarah, our Curate the Reverend
Andy Smith, and our churchwardens Dr. Peter Bunce, and
Dr. Anthea MacAlister.
In 2009 Helena Carr a previous secretary of the Bell Ringers
and I felt it was important to play a positive part in the community. Two ancient traditions of bellringing and the election
of a mayor was an ideal opportunity to bring these traditions
together. When the new mayor Jan Hawker was inaugurated
we invited her and her husband, to the Tower to be rung in
with the kind permission of the Rev. Peter Salisbury and the
Tower Captain. The press attended and we had an article and
photograph published in the Lymington Times.
We took part in the Lymington Arts Festival and rang our
bells. We rang at the turning on of the Christmas Lights in
Lymington. I organise our yearly New Year Dinner for bell
ringers past and present, our Vicar and churchwardens. We
were invited for tea and croquet at the Vicarage, we have fundraising skittles evenings, and at the annual Church Fete we
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have a stall, and an open day for the public to visit the Tower.
We are very fortunate to have wives and husbands of ringers
to help us out on these occasions.
Each year we contribute to the Christmas decorations in
the church. This year we made a mobile suspended over the
pulpit, ‘Ding Dong Merrily on High.’ Last year in the twelve
days of Christmas we were obviously ‘Five gold rings’. We
have an annual outing, and an excellent band of ringers.
Bells play not just a liturgical part every Sunday, but give
voice to community feeling be it joy or grief. St. Thomas’ is a
very special church and it is a privilege and an honour to take
care of, and ring these ancient bells.
Di Gouldie - Secretary & Treasurer, St. Thomas Lymington Society
of Church Bell Ringers

the trophy, Eling coming second, and the local Hinton team
taking third place. After the competition a celebratory tea
was provided by the Hinton Church Ladies and Hinton bellringers at the recently renovated Reading Room opposite the
Church. The tea was attended by 6 members of 2 generations
of the Meyrick family, one of whom. Charles Meyrick, after
a short speech of welcome presented the Trophy and the
certificates.

With grateful thanks to the following for their help and advice. Philip
Hyde, David Forder, Rex Corke, and the Archivist Shirley Blick.

The 25th Anniversary
of the Hinton Trophy

I

n 1884, to celebrate the wedding of their son George to
Jacintha Phipps, Sir George & Dame Fanny Tapps-GervisMeyrick of Hinton Admiral gave a ring of five bells to the
Church of St Michael and All Angels at Hinton. The bells
were cast by Taylors of Loughborough, and the main frame
is of oak, each of the bells being supported on a cast-iron “A”
frame. The bells are hung on timber headstocks with gudgeons working in plain bearings.
The inscriptions on the bells all relate to the Meyrick family:
The Treble: “Fanny Augusta. Let everything that hath breath
praise the Lord. Psalm 150”; The Second: “Clara. I will give
thanks unto the Lord with my whole heart. Psalm 9”; The
Third: “Emma Douglas. O give thanks unto the Lord for He
is gracious and His mercy endureth forever. Psalm 107”; The
Fourth: “George Augustus Eliott. Praise the Lord O my soul
and forget not all His benefits. Psalm 103; The Tenor: “These
bells are a thanks offering to God from Sir George Meyrick
and Dame Fanny his wife, 1884. Rejoice with them that
do rejoice and weep with them that weep. George, Emma,
Clara, Fanny – they filled our home with glee”
In 1984, the ringers at Hinton, together with the Curate,
the Reverend Barry Fry, decided to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the installation of the bells by holding a striking competition for the ringers in the Christchurch and
Southampton District of the Winchester and Portsmouth
Guild. This first competition, for which Barry Fry organised
a trophy, was held on 20th October 1984 at Hinton Church,
following which the ringers walked up to Hinton Admiral
House for tea in the ballroom, and Sir George presented the
trophy to the winning band (Eling).
The Hinton Admiral Trophy was subsequently given to the
District for an annual striking competition, and has been
held every year since that date, at various other towers in the
District, apart from 1997 when it was cancelled in respect for
the national grief over the death of Diana, Princess of Wales.
In October 2009, Hinton celebrated the 125th Anniversary
of the installation of the bells in the Church by hosting the
25th Anniversary Hinton Trophy bell-ringing competition. 8 teams from across the Christchurch & Southampton
District took part, with Southampton City ringers winning

Winning captain Colin Butler shares a laugh with Charles
Meyrick who presented the awards. In the background is the
excellent competition judge.
Val Cleaver

I

To go where no man has
gone before

always try to aim for the top in everything that I do.
Sometimes it is “a bridge too far” and I come to grief. But
without ambition you get nowhere and I usually manage
to ring anything I attempt. The London Pride S Maximus
was the only time I gave it best. There was a ‘big bob’ that
I only knew about as we started and it would have seen me
off. But God above came to my rescue and the course that
I rang was not disastrous, one word from David Brown was
the only help I received but that third course never happened!
I survived another half course then a crash and bang above
signalled the end. I rang my London pride but it was Delight
– thanks to Tony Smith for the method.
Another challenge that I set myself in a different direction
was in the number of peals rung in a day. We started with
2 at Amport and Andover on an Easter Saturday, somewhat
frowned upon both of them were open.
Four in a day came next, East Woodhay, Woolton Hill, Cambridge Major at Highclere and then a good finish at Burghclere. Five in a day started at 4.00 am at Longparish followed
by Barton Stacey and Wonston. Cambridge major was rung
at Overton finishing at Deane. Five Surprise Major followed
and finally six of Surprise Minor 42 different methods.
So the years have rolled by and I am now calling a halt to
it, they have been good years, I shall miss all my escapades.
Thanks to all those people who have joined me.
Geoff Dodd
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The Guild-What came before 1879?

he Winchester Diocesan Guild was founded on Friday
“Founded by Ethelbald (Saxon) Twikeffulus, the first Abbot of
Croyland, who died A.D. 875, gave 6 Bells to this Abbey which he
20th June 1879 during an initial meeting in the chapter
founded ( & was the first known Bells to ring in peal ever put up
room near St. Michael’s Church, Basingstoke. The choice
& used in England ) which 6 bells were surnamed as follows.The 2
of Basingstoke resulted partially from it being the centre of
large ones Bartholomew & Betteline, the 2 middle ones he called
railway communication (The only alternative to travel on
Turkettulam & Betwine. And the 2 smaller ones he term’d Pega &
horseback) but also due to the activities of Rev. C.H. Lacon,
Beta which he caused to be tuned & rung in peal, and made admithe new curate. In May 1877 he proposed the formation of
rable harmony, and said the like was not to be found in all England.”
“A Society of Amateur Bell Ringers”, presumably to replace
(3)
Early bells still in use.
the group paid by the Parish Clerk to ring St. Michael’s bells
1520
B.C. Earliest of many bronze bells used in temples in the Far
on National Occasions but not on Sundays. In May 1878,
East.
at the Easter Vestry Meeting, he offered to “.raise a fund for
1009 “Theophilus” bells in Augsberg Cathedral, Germany. Same
repairs to the tower and for the tuning of the bells, which is
shape as woven straw skeps formerly used in beekeeping. Is this the
much needed”. The money was raised and the re-hanging of
original bell shape?
the bells completed by December 1878 Details of the meet12th Century. ? Llanelieu, Brecon.
ing on 20th June can be found in the St. Michael’s Parish
12th Century. ? Waminghurst, Sussex.
Magazine for July 1879, stored in the Hampshire Record
Office at Winchester, reference 46M74/PZ27. “The chair was
1100 casting. Present treble of two at St. Denys, Chilworth, Southampton.
taken by Melville Portal Esq., and there were representatives
from some twenty parishes present, together with our own
1120 casting. Present second of two at St. Denys, Chilworth, SouthRingers, headed by Mr. Redgrove”
ampton.
1180 casting. Present number 1 of 2 at Mattingly, Hampshire.
The above, initial title of our Guild appears on the pamphlet, issued in 1879 by the “Temporary Committee of
1200 casting. Present 1 of 2 at Appleshaw, Hampshire.
Management”, Mr. G. H. Barnett, Rev. C. H. Lacon, Rev.
1207-19? casting. St. Laurence, Caversfield, Oxfordshire.
F. T. Madge, Rev. H. A. Spyers, Rev. H. J. Sumner and the
1250 casting. Present 1 of 2 at Bramshaw, Hampshire.
Secretary Rev. Arthur du Boulay Hill. The latter was Assist1254 casting. ? Lissett, East Yorkshire.
ant Master at Winchester College from 1874 to 1882, as well
1260 casting. Present 1 of 3 at West Tytherley, Hampshire.
as Chaplain from 1881. The pamphlet contains names of 52
1296 casting. “ANNO DNI M CC NONOG VI”. One of two bells
members attached to the seven “Bands in Union” (Farnham,
from the redundant St. Chad, Claughton, Lancashire, at present in
Godalming, Hursley, Southampton St. Michael, Weybridge,
the keeping of Matthew Higby.
Winchester and Yateley) and the names of 51 members
Now at St. Margaret, Hornby, Lancashire. [See R.W. 4998
unattached to bands. Finally it contains the programme for
(9/2/2007) p.156].
the “First Annual Meeting”, planned for Thursday 15th July
1310–1320 casting. Bigger of 2 at Wolverton,Warwicks. [R.W.
1880.
5098,(9/1/2009)]
I have often thought that, compared to the current Guild
1317 casting. Present number 2 of ring of 4 at St. Denys, Cold
membership of nearly 1½ thousand change ringers, the 52
Ashby, Northants.
members of the seven bands must have struggled to progress
1330 casting. Present tenor of the octave at St. John the Baptist,
in their change ringing. In fact one is tempted to think that
Burford, Oxon.
ringing as we know it only starts in 1879. However, as one
1345 casting by Thomas of Lynn. Present number 4 of the ring of 6
reads from the vast amount of books and documentation in
in the round tower at St. Mary the Virgin, Long Stratton, Norfolk.
the Central Council Library, Record Offices, Guild Librar1350 casting. Present number 6 of the ring of 10 at Cathedral
ies and Ringing bookstalls, one finds fascinating accounts of
Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St. Ethelbert, Hereford.
ringing activities that finally led, in the nineteenth century to
1370 casting. Present number 3 of ring of 6 at Rotherwick, Hampthe formation of Diocesan and County Guilds. I have tried
shire.
to list some of those pre-1879 items that helped shape the W.
& P. To date I have 237 but, hopefully, readers will contrib1370 casting by John Rufford, Bedfordshire. Present 9 and 10 of
ring of 12 at Christchurch Priory, Dorset.
ute a few more. Here are my first five.
1380 casting. Present number 9 of ring of 12 at Bitterne Park,
(1) Very early use of bells.
First century A.D. Ringing of bells is believed to disperse storms and
pestilence, to drive away devils, to ward off the effects of lightning
and to extinguish fires.This is emphasised by the inscriptions, in
Latin, on the two old, 1370 bells at Christchurch Priory:Bell ix:-“May it be a good omen to us, since your name is “All
Saints”; May the power of your bell make us live in good health”
Bell x:-“Even now, O Augustine, be present before the “Great
Preacher” (i.e. this bell) resounds, so that the Lamb may banish
loathsome and most evil pests”

(2)

Southampton.
Was number 3 of ring of 6 at St. Maurice,Winchester.
1420 casting at Wokingham Foundry.No 3 of ring of 6 at Chawton,
Hants.
1432 casting by a French founder. Present number 2 of the ring of
3 at St. Phillipe du Torteval, Guernsey“+AVE MARIA LAN MIL CCCC
XXXII S B A”
1450 casting. Present number 2 of 2 at Mattingly, Hampshire.
1499. Single bell at St. Lawrence (sic.), Reading. Churchwarden’s
accounts:- “It payed for hallowing of the bell named Harry vjs viijs
and ovir that Sir Willi’m Symys, Richard Cleck and Maistress Smyth,
beying gosfaders and godmoder at the consecraycyon of the same
bell, and beryng all oth’ costs to the suffrygan.”

Croyland, Lincolnshire. Abbey Church of Ss. Batholomew, Guthlac and
Mary.
Now 6 bells, 9-2-8 in G.
Details From Manuscript By E.J. Osborn, British Library ref 19368:- (4) Use of early bells.
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Warning of curfew, fires, start of gleaning, harvest, opening of marNot mentioned in the inscription above was the recasting by Gillett
ket, summon to moot, summon to Vestry Meeting. Curfew (from the
& Johnston in 1933.The inscription does commemorate the recastFrench couvre feu) was sounded at 8 p.m. (2000 hours) and eveing after the 1666 Great Fire of London, that by Richard Phelps in
ryone MUST cover their fire and go to bed.This law was instituted
1738, and the post-war work by Mears & Stainbank.
by Alfred the Saxon, enforced by William I (and hated for it). It was
The Tenor bell, together with those of St. Giles, Cripplegate, St.
modified by Henry I so that it is now no longer compulsory to cover
Bride’s, Fleet Street, All Hallows,Tower Hill were all ordained as
your fire OR be in bed by 8 p.m.!
Curfew Bells. Great Paul in St. Paul’s Cathedral rings for four minutes
All the above are secular uses. Only the very rich possessed clocks.
at 1 p.m. each day, purportedly to recall the apprentices from lunch.
Eventually the Deacon or Parish Clerk would chime a bell before
(It is usually ignored by those in nearby wine bars!) Great Tom, in
Sunday services. Introduction of half wheels, attached to the bell,
Christchurch Tower, Oxford, still rings a 9 p.m. curfew, striking 101
replacing the older system of levers, enabled it to be chimed louder.
times.This is the original number of students resident in the college.
Religious centres established a daily routine of bells and services:(5) 1496. First recorded payment to bell ringers.
3 a.m. Lauds; 6 a.m. Prime; 9 a.m.Tierce; Noon for Sext; 3 p.m.
St. Michael’s, Coventry. Deacon or Parish Clark uses strong young
Nones; 6 p.m.Vespers; 9 p.m. Compline.
men to sound the bells. Becomes a paid, sporting activity.
The 12 bells at St. Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside, London, were destroyed
Payment for funerals. Sounding 4 bells. 4d to each ringer, 12d to
by enemy action in 1941. [See ‘The Ringing World’ No. 3645(
Churchwardens. Sounding 5 bells. 4d to each ringer, 20d to Church6/3/1981) ].When they were recast in 1956 a new inscription was
wardens.
used for the Tenor bell:Payment for All Hallows Night. Bells are sounded all night. Deacons
“THE BELL OF THE PARISH OF ST-MARY-LE-BOW RUNG FOR CURFEW
call at every house to take a collection which is kept by the ringers.
1334 DESTROYED BY FIRE 1666 RECAST 1669 RECAST 1738 DESTROYED BY ENEMY ACTION 1941 RECAST 1956”

Derek Jackson

Do you enjoy walking but are stuck in a rut?

A

walking hobby, for all ages and capabilities, is gathering
an increasing number of enthusiasts across the world.
Geocaching (pronounced geo-cashing) is a worldwide game
of hiding and seeking treasure. A geocacher can hide a
geocache anywhere in the world, pinpoint its location using
GPS technology and then share the geocache’s existence and
location online among the other
950,000 caches.
Anyone with a GPS device (including car Sat Nav. or Mobile Phone)
can then try to locate the geocache.
In fact there are a number of
youngsters taking part successfully
without a GPS and picking up
details from the website, and using
only a map, they find the cache.
What has this to do with ringing?
Well, thousands of UK churches
have caches located in the grounds
or nearby.
Some caches have non-specific
names such as Church View, and
Close Cathedral Close.
Others are in a more specific series
e.g. All Saints Church, Catherington is Church Micro #920 and
The Church of the Good Shepherd, Four Marks is Church Micro
#563.
A beneficial consequence of this
publicity is an increased number of Thanks for the cache
visitors to those churches.
How does Geocaching work?
Some caches require welly boots and an athletic approach
to life and at the opposite end of the spectrum some can be
reached from a wheelchair or a pram. They also vary in size
from a small magnetic container, which is the size of a bolt
head, to a steel ammunition box containing swaps and collectables.

A common feature of each is a logbook to record your visit,
which is then logged again on the website when you get
home.
Number 481 in the Church Micro series is located at St John
the Baptist Church, Purbrook, Hants http://www.geocaching.com/seek/cache_details.aspx?guid=af9e64d7-268f-463b9af3-341d92b11202
A sample of 65 visitor comments
logged in the last year are:
October 25, 2009 by rockunder (766
found)Very quick find at interesting
church.TFTC*
October 18, 2009 by The Earl Family
(51 found)Nice easy find! What a lovely
church!TFTC!
October 11, 2009 by BearDroid (1578
found)Found this one after doing a nearby
series. Bear was just saying “Doesn’t
look like there’s a church up here” when
it came into view - and it was big too!
Droid found the cache, we realised it was
a nano when we found it.. TFTC.
October 10, 2009 by Avocatwinkle (387
found)Marvelous to combine two hobbies,
geocaching and bell ringing! Interesting
information on the church etc - I love
caches that are informative! Nice quick
and easy cache - nice use of a nano.TFTC

As you can tell from the above logs
eccentricity is a help in the choice
of Nom de plumes for cachers, also
the number after the name, which
shows the number places visited,
indicates how addictive it is.
Pealringer (at Catherington), Avocatwinkle (at Wickham), AllJan and Yaldea ( at Purbrook) are
among Hampshire ringers now participating in the hobby
More details of the hobby are available at www.geocaching.
com
Allan R Yalden
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Italia 2009
[Stephen Pettman, a notable Suffolk ringer, has arranged several trips to
experience ringing in northern Italy. Some of the Hill family joined in the
October 2009 trip,]

O

n Friday 23 October we boarded the bus, striking out
for the port at Harwich and the 10.30 ferry to Holland. Saturday morning we were in Holland and making for
Dordrecht. Having found the (very) Grote Kerk, there was
time for a quick ring on the cute little Klockhaus bells before
a team took over to launch the attempt to ring a quarter peal
in every country visited. Bob Triples was scored - the other
ringers were gutted not to be involved, but were compensated
by delicious waffle-biscuits, coffee and a trip up the tower
of the Kerk to see the amazingly impressive 67 bell carillon
being rung.
We then drove and drove, queuing in every single traffic jam
in Germany and enjoying a diverting trip through the centre
of Koln (nice place) while tempers frayed. However, we
made it to Nuremburg for dinner, and a handbell quarter in
Germany. Next day a hearty breakfast set us up for another
long day on the coach. Scenery: dull, flat, boring, but then!
The Alps! I could wax lyrical about the scenery – sun glinting from icy peaks etc – but it’s more fun to recall the man in
traditional lederhosen and hat-with-a-great-big-plume combo
riding on his bike. Traditional, yes. Elegant......no. Lunch
stop was at a panoramic café. With the beautiful scenery laid
out before us, as we were now in Austria, we rang a quarter
peal of Plain Bob Minor.

ours. Bells are rung full circle with ropes – only in Italy the
bells have no stays, are heavily counterbalanced and rather
than a sally and an adjustable tail end there is one long bit of
rope that coils on the floor at the ringer’s feet. It looks scarier
than it is. Once you get going it’s fine, although the random
rope circles can get confusing in changes, and tiny ringing

Quarter peal in the mountains

Sezano
rooms make changing over technical. But
the “campanaris ingleses” did quite well at
most of the towers we visited.
Back at Torri, we discovered that a band of
College Youths had earlier rung a quarter,
and so we Cumberlands decided to do the
same – at about 11pm. And I don’t even
like ringing handbells.
Tuesday saw the first of the terrifying
hairpin bends that we encountered as we
climbed the hill to Altissimo. We didn’t
like the hole-in-the-floor toilet, but their
trophy room was amazing. I think that we,
in England, need more, bigger and better
trophies. The W&P striking competition
trophy pales into insignificance beside the
least of their prizes.
Anyway, up the hill to ring the nice ten,
with an excellent view of the valley before
back to the trophy room for some vino.
More towers (and vino), then sight seeing
More driving, and we arrived at our hotel on the banks of
in Vicenza! Unfortunately our visit coincided with the siesta,
Lake Garda in the village of Torri del Benaco. A sumptuous so everywhere was shut. Still, very pretty – home of Palladio,
meal and plentiful vino, then a moonlight stroll around the that famous architect I know you’ve all heard of. Finally, off
harbour before bed.
to Colognola ai Colli for a demonstration of the Veronese
Monday morning was spent in Torri, enjoying the gorgeous Concerti. One man calls out the numbers, and the ringers
weather we had for most of the trip. Some went on the ferry hold their bells on the balance and wait their turn to ring.
Enormously impressive – particularly as the tenor was 40cwt
across Lake Garda, others explored the market and castle.
– and in some ways nicer to listen to than change ringing.....
A bottle of lunchtime vino created a suitably warm, fuzzy
mood in which to approach our first experience of bellringing Anyway, afterwards the locals laid on snacks and vino and it
was a very happy group that eventually departed.
Veronese style.
For those who don’t know, the Veronese system is similar to On Wednesday we had a taste of the Bolognese system of
Page 6
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a concert/conference, advertising the practice of bellringing to the Italian public. We
showed off our skills with a mini-ring and
handbells, and don’t think anyone noticed
the fire-up in the Hill handbell course of
Bologna that left it a lead short after the
“special single”.....
Thursday was back to Veronese ringing
in some towers in the Valpolicelli region.
Today hospitality was particularly lavish
– the Italians have a wonderful habit of
rolling out the vino for visitors arrive. We
also visited a cantena at Valpanteno, where
we tasted wine, and bought several boxes
to take home. Friday was our last day in
Torri – I was really sad. One more Veronese tower, Pozzolengo, the biggest bells
we tried to ring at about 30cwt.
Then up the east side of Lake Garda to
see the old Veronese style six at Gargnano.
Pretty similar to the new Veronese style
Enjoying the refreshments at Colognola ai Colli
really, apart for the lack of a floor between
ringing, starting at Cento. If you’ve never seen the Bolognese us and the bells and no ropes on the two tenors. An ice-cream
ringers in action find a clip on Youtube. A video can give you stop and off into the mountains.
a taste of what it’s like, but in reality it’s much scarier. The
Some of the roads we had to get up would probably have
Bolognese system is sort of a cross between ringing at East
been a bit hairy in a car. Our imperturbable driver coaxed
Bergholt and ringing normally. Ringers on the floor pull on the bus around the hairpin bends and over the teensy-weensy
ropes attached to a lever on the bell, stopping the clapper
bridge, whilst we mere mortals cowered away from the
with their hands if needs be. Sometimes a ringer on top of
windows, and implored the larger members of our party not
the frame grabs the lever to steady the bell on the balance.
to move for fear the precarious balance of the bus would be
Aaaargh. Bear in mind we watched this sitting on a window- upset... It was worth it when we got to Roncobello. Nestled
sill with nothing between us and a 40m drop, in a tower that high on the mountainside, the town commanded wonderful
was moving about two feet each way every time the tenor
views. The locals showed us up the tower for demonstrations
struck.
on the keyboard mechanism, and of Ambrosian style ringing.
This latter was vaguely full circle, but otherwise incompreHaving experienced the ringing at Cento we moved on to
hensible. They then entertained us to a convivial meal and
Ferrara where we had lunch and pre-ringing vino. The bells
vino, after which we returned to the church for the concert.
here (a 40cwt 5) had recently been restored and the ringing
It was a fantastic evening, with demonstrations from the
area felt a good deal safer than Cento.
young Roncobello ringers, handbell tunes
and changes. (See back page)
We were genuinely touched by the warmth
and hospitality of the people we met, and
their enthusiasm for the skills on show.
Unfortunately when we woke up Roncobello
was shrouded in mist, so no views today.
Another long day on the coach up through
the Alps and into France. Sunday, with flat
i-pod batteries we were all getting a bit sick
of the bus. We drove along, enjoying the
scenery, but then realised that we had yet to
score a quarter in France! Whilst the others
rushed out at lunchtime to feast on French
Cuisine, the brave “handbell crew” remained
on the bus. Standing in the aisles, and in my
case on one leg between the seats, we scored
a quarter of Bob Major.
Finally a short ferry ride back from Calais – I
was seasick and unhappy, but everyone else
seemed to enjoy themselves. We docked at
Ferrara
Dover, and headed for Romsey, tired, but
happy, after a great holiday.
The rest of the tower had not been restored, and the ascent
was by an eclectic mixture of ladders, staircases and tunnels.
Rosemary Hill
A demonstration of the Ferraresi ringers’ skill was followed by
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Joseph Eric Cripps
3rd June 1949 - 2nd October 2009

W

hen Joe, at the tender age of 15,
left his family home in Brighton to
take up an apprenticeship with Dolmetsch
in Haslemere, he could not have known
that over the next 45 years he would
become such a well-loved local craftsman,
piano tuner and bellringer. His death on
October 2nd 2009, at the age of only 60,
has been mourned by the whole community and his memorial service, held at
St Mary’s Church Bramshott on Saturday
7th November was attended by over 200
people. It included heart-felt tributes from
representatives of his family, friends, work
colleagues and customers.
Joe was one of six children from a closeknit family, and his first years away from
home were not easy. But his charm,
generosity and warmth soon endeared
him to the locals and earned him many
life-long friends. He became an expert
musical instrument maker, but also began
tuning instruments for Dolmetsch. So
when the company went into liquidation
in 1981, he started his own business as a
piano tuner and repairer, and his list of
customers quickly grew. All were saddened
to receive a letter in September this year,
informing them that he could no longer
continue working due to the cancer which
he had fought so bravely for the past two
years.
Joe learned to ring at Bramshott in the
mid 1980s, and progressed quickly when
he began ringing at Liss and other towers
in the District. He served at as Tower
Captain at Bramshott from 1990 until
February 1999, and again from 2003 to
February 2006. During this time he taught many people,
including his own brother John, and attracted others back to
the fold by showing them what warm, friendly people bellringers can be!
For thirteen years Joe also undertook the role of steeplekeeper
at Bramshott. This was a task for which his superb woodworking skills made him especially suited. The report of a
recent inspection of the bells praised his efforts: ‘The sliding shoe arrangement fitted to these bells can be a source of
problems when not in good order, though we are pleased to
report that those at Bramshott have been very well maintained’. Joe’s handiwork is also very much in evidence across
the District, as he has made a number of peal boards. He was
always pleased to take part in quarters and peal attempts and
was equally at home in the Guildford and Farnham Districts
as Alton & Petersfield. Joe’s first quarter was in 1988, and he
stopped counting the number he had rung when he reached
100. In 1989 the bells at Bramshott were re-hung, and Joe
contributed hours of labour, saving the Church £1700. He
single-handedly painted the bell frame (a mammoth and
grubby task!). It was shortly after this that he rang his first
peal, the first on the bells at Bramshott after they had been
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re-hung. In 2001 he conducted his first and only peal, Plain
Bob Minor at Bramshott ‘with the help of the vicar’s wife
arranging flowers and listening to her radio!’, as Roger Barber
reported in Changes afterwards. This peal also saw Joe circle
the tower to peals. He was immensely proud to be one of the
very few to accomplish this. In all Joe rang 52 peals, covering methods from Plain Bob to Cambridge and Yorkshire
Surprise Major.
Joe was an unfailingly patient and polite Tower Captain and
conductor, adding ‘please’ to his instructions and thanking
everyone for their efforts, however inadequate. Under Joe’s
leadership, the Bramshott Band grew from a low point of
only 4 ringers in the early 1990s, to 15 ringers in 2006. For
Joe, bellringing was as much about friends and fellowship as
the ringing itself. He was a popular and very welcome visitor
to towers throughout the District. Monday practice nights
at Bramshott were turned into fun by Joe’s renowned ‘joke
breaks’. Telling jokes was another of Joe’s many gifts - always
perfectly timed and executed, suitable for ringers of all ages.
Joe met Mary Harrison in 1991, who he also taught to ring.
Ten years later, Jo Green wrote in her Tower Captain’s report:
‘It has again been an eventful year in many respects, .....and
one event took us all by surprise. Two of our happy Band had
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Exercise Esmeralda

the audacity to sneak off behind our backs without a ‘by your
leave’ and secretly tied the knot in August!’ Joe found very
great happiness in his marriage to Mary and their partnership
provided immense support both to their many friends and
uring a practice night late last year, the topic of Tower
family, as well as the Bramshott Band.
Safety was raised. This was prompted by reports in the
On the Sunday after Joe died, a quarter peal was rung follow- Ringing World and National papers of accidents involving
ing Evensong and was watched by a number of the congrega- bell ringers, so our discussion centred on how an injured or
incapacitated person could be removed from our Tower.
tion:
The ringing chamber in our Tower is accessed via not an unusual route - a narrow, winding, stone staircase leading up to
Bramshott St Mary,
a short walkway along a roof gully at the end of which access
1260 Grandsire Doubles
is gained to the upper part of the Tower via a couple of steps
1 John Arkless
up to a narrow door. The ringing chamber is then accessed by
2 Anne Bailey
going down 5 steps through another narrow, low door.
3 Kathryne Arkless
Above our ringing chamber is a rope chamber that can only
4 Andrew Barnsdale
be accessed from the bell chamber which is up another nar5 Toby Arkless (cond)
row flight of stone steps and the usual narrow door!
6 Gary Beard (First Quarter)
Now, I’m sure this access and set up will be familiar to
many of you — narrow stone steps (usually worn), winding
On the same day, a peal was rung in Joe’s memory at Chidstaircases and narrow, low doorways. For the mobile and able
dingfold.
person getting in and out is not too much of a challenge.
However, if a person became incapacitated while in any of
Chiddingfold St. Mary
the rooms then we thought that their safe removal could be
5024 Bristol S Major
quite a challenge.
2hr35 (13cwt)
To find out how much of a challenge, we decided to ask the
Comp AJ Cox
Emergency Rescue services to check out the Tower with a
1 Martin J Turner
view to setting up a rescue exercise. Following a visit by the
2 Jackie Roberts
St. Johns Ambulance Cliff Rescue officer the Emergency
3 Anthea S Edwards
services became very interested in mounting a combined
rescue exercise using the Fire and Ambulance services — and
4 W John Couperthwaite
exercise Esmeralda was born!
5 Fiona M Wheeler
The scenario for the exercise was that 2 ringers had gone up
6 Philip A B Saddleton
to the bell chamber to carry out some checks before practice.
7 Stephen A Wheeler (cond)
The bells were all down. One ringer had then fallen into the
8 Claire F Roulstone
bell pit under the Tenor where he lay injured and unconscious. The other ringer had gone back down to the Ringing
Then on Remembrance Day (Sunday 8th November), a half Chamber to report the accident and call for help. Unfortumuffled peal was rung to his memory. This was the 20th an- nately, the wife of the injured ringer was at practice that night
niversary year of Joe’s first peal, with four of the same ringers and had a heart attack when hearing the news, collapsing to
the floor.
(1, 2,3,5) in the Band.
For the purpose of the exercise 40 kilo dummies were used.
Bramshott, Hants
The Bell Chamber dummy was held by the legs and uncerSt Mary 5040 Surprise Minor
emoniously dropped on his head below the Tenor while the
2h 36 (11cwt)
dummy in the Ringing Chamber looked more arranged for
(1 extent each: London,York,
the part!
Wells, Ipswich, Bourne, CamExercise Esmeralda was now ready to kick into action. In
bridge, Norwich)
a nearby car park, the Emergency services were waiting to
1 Jonathan H B Deane
receive the 999 call but knew nothing about the location
2 Andrew D Barnsdale
or nature of the emergency. On arrival at the church, the
Ambulance team was met by a ringer who explained the
3 A Terence Collins
situation and the operation was under way. At this point, it is
4 Kathryne R Arkless
well to consider the situation for the rescue party as none of
5 Roger A Barber
them had previously been in a bell tower or ever seen a bell.
6 Toby Arkless (cond)
They therefore knew nothing about the dangers that they
could face which was why the initial survey began with a risk
assessment. As this was an alien environment for them some
Joe was a very special person who gave many hugs, touched
information had to be volunteered to make sure that the
many hearts, and has left a permanent imprint upon the
Bramshott Tower and the Alton & Petersfield District. His is rescue proceeded safely.
a legacy that will never be forgotten.
The first issue to consider was weight loading of the floor
where the casualty lay beneath the bell. At one point there
were three rescuers plus the casualty in this small area. The
thickness of our flooring was considered safe. While the
casualties were being assessed other rescue team members

D
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again.
Thus ended a successful rescue operation. We concluded the evening with a
de-brief to assess the usefulness of the
exercise. From the perspective of the
Emergency services, it was an extremely
useful as they (the services) were totally
unaware of the existence of the bells in
any of the churches in Guernsey or of
the potential danger that they posed.
From the perspective of the ringers, it
was reassuring to know that a rescue
could be carried out efficiently and effectively.
As a final “wash-up” for the exercise we
carried a safety briefing for the rescue
team to make them aware of potential
dangers.
were searching for the best way to extract the casualties. The
assessment was carried out very quickly and required ringers
who were available to provide information about exits.
The casualty in the ringing chamber was removed quite
quickly and was evacuated to an ambulance in approximately
15 minutes. The route used led via a small door to a gulley
between two of the church roofs from where transfer could be
made to a mobile platform manipulated by the fire brigade.
The casualty under the bell took about 30 mins. longer to
evacuate. The decision was made to take the casualty up to
the top of the tower and transfer to the mobile platform once

Points noted were:
• Identifying whether a bell is “up” (dangerous) or
“down” (safer)
• Not leaning on the wheels when in the bell chamber. It
had to be pointed out to rescue staff that the safety of
their colleagues and the casualty was at risk if the bell
started to swing
• The consequences of pulling on a bell rope.
Les Cloches des Îles

The Quarter Peal Challenge
The Andover District Quarter Peal Fortnight occurred between the 5th to 20th September. For some time I had been
considering attempting some sort of ringing related challenge
and the Quarter Peal Fortnight seemed like the ideal opportunity. I decided that attempting to quarter peal all 24 of the
ringable towers in the Andover District was a challenging but
achievable task, the only snag being that I could only manage
to fit them into the first nine days as I had already committed
to a ringing weekend at the end of the second week.
I began to arrange the towers in early August, and it struck
me that raising money for charity would complement the
challenge well. I chose the British Heart Foundation as my
charity, and decided to seek the permission of the towers to
donate their ropes fees to the British Heart Foundation; for
all of the towers in the District this added up to £300 alone
so seemed like a very good start! I appealed for extra sponsorship in the District newsletter, and on the Winchester &
Portsmouth Guild e-mail list.
By the beginning of September, after a little reorganisation,
all the towers had been confirmed, and also all of the ringers. Here I was fortunate in that my girlfriend, Jo, my mum,
Carol, and dad, Ken, were to ring in the majority of the
quarters. The final itinerary seemed quite formidable, and
was stretched to ten days from Friday 4th to Sunday 13th to
accommodate all of the towers.
The Challenge began on Friday 4th with a quarter at Amport,
before a District practice, and this was followed by four excellent quarters at Andover, Goodworth Clatford (with first Triples as conductor for Carol Waller), Kingsclere and Highclere
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on Saturday 5th. The first near miss occurred at the conclusion of ringing down at Andover, when Tim Rose caught the
treble rope, only for it to break and land on his head – rather
lucky it lasted! Also, I had to ring the seventh without a stay
for the quarter at Highclere, which had been broken the day
before. I was very pleased to be able to relax after the quarter
of Colerne Bob Triples was successfully rung.
Things got a little more interesting on Sunday 6th; arriving
at Over Wallop at 9:00 am to ring for the 10:00 am service,
we discovered that the vicar was at Nether Wallop taking the
Early Communion service, with the Over Wallop key! Once
she returned at 9:45 am we went to Nether Wallop to ring, so
we could return to Over Wallop after the 10:00 am service,
unknowingly awaiting the next incident… Halfway through
our quarter peal at Nether Wallop we received a tirade from
an extremely irate lady, complaining of our ringing at such
an early hour on a Sunday (by now 10:30 am!). Somehow
we managed to continue ringing whilst directing her to talk
to the churchwarden, and she left slamming the large church
door quite impressively, but we got the quarter peal.
We returned to Over Wallop to ring a relatively uneventful
quarter, similarly Stockbridge in the afternoon, where Stockbridge Doubles was rung for the first time. St. Mary Bourne
was also scored, ringing a quarter peal for evensong.
Monday 7th saw just one quarter at Woolton Hill, well rung
and scored in a speedy 34 minutes, the first quarter peal
in the variation, Woolton Hill Doubles. On Tuesday 8th
quarter peals were scored at Leckford and Longstock, followed on Wednesday 9th by a quarter peals on the three at
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Ecchinswell, and the four
at Newtown, Jo Pocock
conducting her first of
Minimus. By now we
had some considerable
momentum, although
we were starting to feel a
little tired.
Thursday 10th saw four
more quarters; Tangley,
being the first of Tangley
Doubles, East Woodhay,
Burghclere and Thruxton.
On Friday 11th an excellent quarter peal of Reverse Canterbury Major
was rung at Hurstbourne
Priors, followed by the
final big push on Saturday
12th, with quarters at
Longparish, Abbotts Ann, Upper Clatford, ringing the first
quarter of Upper Clatford Doubles, and finally a quarter of
Original Singles at Chilbolton, Jo Pocock conducting her first
of Singles.
This left just one tower remaining; on the evening of Sunday
13th came the final quarter at Whitchurch, and the pressure
was certainly on. Here a good quarter of Grandsire Caters
was rung, and the Challenge was complete!
I would like to thank all of the ringers that took part, particularly Jo and my mum Carol for ringing in all 24 with me. I

A

The band for the final quarter, (l-r) Paul Myers, Colin Hares, Barry
Pointer, Joanne Waller, Peter Niblett, Ben Waller, Jo Pocock, Carol
Waller, Helen Piper, Ken Waller.
would also like to thank the 23 towers that allowed me to
donate the rope fees to charity, and to everyone else that has
sponsored me. Altogether £652 was raised for the British
Heart Foundation, and I (and I’m sure everybody else who
rang) certainly enjoyed doing so. Personally, I am relishing
the chance to set myself another challenge!
Ben Waller

Annual Meetings

s a teenager I attended all the Annual District meetings, not out of interest in the meetings but for the ringing before
and after. These were those that were within easy cycling distance of home.
Winchester, Basingstoke, Newbury and Andover were all within easy range of home and in those days all ADMs were held in
those places, there was no moving around as there is today. The only exception was Whitchurch when Andover bells were unringable as was often the
case as alarm bells would ring as the tower moved around.
Annual Meetings of the Guild were also an attraction as other neighbouring
towers were made available with the chance to ring more advanced methods. My first London Royal was after the Annual Meeting of the Executive
Committee in Southampton. Learn it before, practice it in the tower was the
golden rule.
This gave me the chance to meet some of the leading exponents of the Exercise. Bill Melville and his wife also did the rounds and I was always bumping
into them with the result that we became firm friends.
Rides home late at night did not deter us. I always had a companion and we
would review the events of the day as we faced the often three hour cycle ride.
The ease of getting to ringing today bears no comparison with those long ago
bike rides. We earned our ringing be it Winchester, the Cathedral or St Maurice’s (never the College), and like the two towers of Basingstoke there was
the bit between them where you either heard one or the other. This fascinated
me.
Hearing the end of a peal of Grandsire Triples at St Michael’s Basingstoke
after ours of Spliced Grandsire Major and Caters at All Saints was something
I shall never forget. The Central Council recognized theirs but not ours!
Nobody travels today as we did then, it’s all done by car-they were good old
days.
Geoff Dodd
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Rosemary, Christine and Peter Hill ringing a course of Roncobello Place Minor in the concert in Roncobello church
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